Understanding hierarchical linear models: applications in nursing research.
Nurses practice within hierarchical organizations and occupational structures. Hence, data emanating from nursing environments are structured, often inherently, hierarchically. From the perspective of ordinary regression, such structuring constitutes a statistical problem because this violates the assumption that we have observed independent and identical cases. A preferable approach is to employ analytical methods that mesh with the kinds of natural aggregations present in nursing environments. Consequently, there has been increasing interest in applying hierarchical, or multilevel, linear models to nursing contexts because this powerful analytical tool recognizes and accommodates naturally hierarchical data structures. The purpose of this article is to foster an understanding of both the strengths and limitations of hierarchical models. A hypothetical nursing example is progressively extended from the most basic hierarchical linear model toward a full two-level model. The structural similarities between two-level and three-level models are pointed out while focusing on the hierarchical nature of models rather than statistical technicalities. The limitations of hierarchical models are discussed also.